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Abstract 

 

One of the significant fields of civil engineering is road construction. The 
GPR method is mentioned as one of the many research methods which 

enables to diagnose the road pavement structure. The article presents the 

results of tests, which were performed using RAMAC/GPR, CU II and 
ProEx control units, on the newly built section of a road with highway 

parameters. Their goal was a qualitative and quantitative assessment of the 

relationship between the detection, determining of thicknesses of the layers 
of road pavement structure by the above-mentioned method, and the 

selected parameters of GPR soundings, using a variety of GPR units and 

antennas with varied frequencies. The results presented in this article are 
the case studies, which may occur during diagnostic research works. The 

summarized results of the study are important to find a compromise 

between the appropriate selection of measurement parameters in terms of 
acquiring the best quality of the GPR data and the economic performance 

of this task involving surveying and research work.  
 
Keywords: ground penetrating radar, sampling frequency, number of 
stacks, layers of road pavement structure. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Pavement structure, as every engineering structure, is subject to 

a number of external and internal factors that reduce its operating 

parameters. The impact of these factors may occur already at the 

execution stage, and most certainly during operation. In order to 

assess both new and used roads, diagnostic tests are carried out. 

Studies performed on the existing roads in Poland contribute to the 

database of the Pavement Condition Assessment System run by 

the General Directorate for National Roads and Motorways 

(GDDKiA). The condition of road pavements is assessed, in the 

scope defined in the “Pavement Condition Assessment System 

SOSN guidelines for use” [1], and the update [2]. According to 

these guidelines, diagnosis of road pavement structure includes 

examination of the following parameters: load capacity, state of 

cracks, longitudinal evenness, depth of ruts, surface condition, 

anti-slip properties. These characteristics are determined using 

specialist mobile measurement units which video monitor the 

cracks, implement profiling using profilometers or laser 

profilographs, examine the structure response to pressure, or 

assess pavement friction conditions [3]. The publications 

regarding pavement diagnosis devote a great deal of attention to 

research conducted with the use of ground penetrating radars [4, 

3]. The research carried out by this method enables to assess the 

condition of the internal structures of road pavement [5]. The GPR 

method is applied by numerous foreign Agencies for Road 

Infrastructure Maintenance, as a complementary method, or even a 

basic one in the scope of assessing road pavement condition [6, 7, 

8]. At the national level, the Research Institute of Roads and 

Bridges in Warsaw has undoubtedly the greatest experience in this 

respect. In the years 2008 – 2012, upon GDDKiA's request, the 

team of the Department of Pavement Diagnosis executed the 

research project on assessing the suitability of GPR surveying in 

the diagnosis of road pavement structure. The scope of the 

research included an assessment of the subsurface, detection of 

delaminations and cracks coverage, as well as determining the 

parameters of electric permittivity of road structure layers [9]. 

Based on the experience gained, conclusions were drawn that the 

GPR method should be more broadly applied in the diagnosis of 

roads in Poland. The experience gained should lead to the 

preparation of an instruction regarding the use of the GPR system 

and interpretation of the surveys, adapted to the Polish specificity. 

At the moment, the unit has at its disposal a modern, mobile 

laboratory of quantification of surface parameters based on  

the results of the non-destructive testing, which includes  

a multichannel GPR antenna. Multichannel antennas are the latest 

technological solutions of companies producing ground 

penetrating radars. By combining multiple pairs of GPR antennas 

in one device, it is possible to acquire several profiles in one 

passage. Due to their advanced technology, the multichannel GPR 

antennas are, however, a considerable expense. Therefore, in the 

case of the diagnostic works commissioned by road managers and 

carried out by small and medium-sized companies, units with 

single-channel antennas dominate and, occasionally, two- or four-

channel antennas. Manufacturers of GPRs, but also their users, 

have developed a variety of technical solutions enabling automatic 

and mobile acquisition of profiling carried out in the field of road 

construction (Fig. 1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Examples of various solutions to mobile GPR systems (MALA, GSSI, 

IBDiM) 

 

Regardless of the applied measurement system, what is 

important, is to possess knowledge about the possibilities and 

limitations of the method, its accuracy, measurement 

methodology, as well as processing methods and their 

geometrization. Some of these issues were subjected to 

experimental research, which was carried out on new sections of 

roads with highway parameters, and their goal was to assess the 

possibility to detect road pavement layers using RAMAC-GPR 

equipment, in terms of quality and quantity [10,11]. This paper 

presents the subsequent results of the tests which were performed 

with a GPR on a newly built section of the road. Their goal was  

a qualitative and quantitative assessment of the relationship 

between the detection, the determining of thicknesses of the layers 

of road pavement structure, depending on the selected parameters 

of GPR soundings, using RAMAC/GPR, CU II and ProEx control 

units and antennas with varied frequencies. The results presented 

in this article are the case studies, which may occur during 

diagnostic research works. The summarized results of the study 

are important to find a compromise between the appropriate 

selection of measurement parameters in terms of acquiring the 

best quality of the GPR data and the economic performance of this 

measurement and research task. An important contribution of the 

research was also confronting older and newer hardware solutions 

of the same company. The presented conclusions have a universal 

character in terms of GPR surveying. 

 

2. The GPR method 
 

The GPR method is a non-destructive testing technique (NDT) 

which provides information about the existence, course and 

mutual distribution of natural and anthropogenic subsurface 

structures and objects. It is one of the active remote sensing 

methods. GPRs generate, and then record, the echoes of radio 

waves in the frequency range of 10 MHz – 5000 MHz. There are 

three basic variants of the implementation of measurements: 

reflection profiling, velocities and tomography (overexposure) 

[12]. Measurements by reflection profiling represent about 90% of 
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all GPR surveys. The example of components of the echogram 

and its presentation in gray palette has been illustrated in Fig. 2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Example of components of the echogram and its presentation in gray palette 

 

The effectiveness of the method for reflection measurements 

depends on the diversity of the relative permittivity of electric 

media in which the wave propagates. The bigger the diversity, the 

relatively higher the reflection value. 

The range, according to the main equation of the GPR method 

[13] depends on: 

 Parameters of the GPR units and antennas, which involve the 

concept of system performance factor [13], i.e. the ratio of the 

transmitting power to the minimum power of the received pulse. 

The higher the system performance factor, the greater the depth 

range of a given GPR. Since the output power of radars is 

limited due to operator safety considerations and regulations in 

telecommunications, the only form to improve coverage is to 

increase the sensitivity of the receiving antenna, that is, reducing 

parameter the minimum power of the received pulse. 

Considering this relationship, different technical solutions that 

differentiate the GPR equipment should be mentioned. The 

differences arise both from the manner the signal is emitted, the 

type of antennas, and research issues [12]. 

 Effective reflecting surface of the localized object, which 

depends on its shape, the length of the electromagnetic wave, 

the contrast of electric constants between the object and the 

surrounding medium, as well as other factors. 

 Center frequency of the radar signal. The higher the frequency, 

the smaller the coverage, while image resolution is increasing, 

or the ability to distinguish smaller and smaller objects. 

 The relative electric permittivity and conductivity of the 

medium. In general, the higher their values, the smaller the 

range of soundings. 

Currently, the most common GPRs include those with pulse 

signal emission [12]. An important determinant of work of this 

equipment is the pulse repetition frequency. The higher it is, the 

faster surveys can be carried out, however, the signal repetition 

interval is the limit, so that the equipment does not record the echo 

of the previously sent pulses. 

The duration of surveying also depends on the parameters such 

as sampling frequency and number of stacks. The recommended 

value of the sampling frequency should be between 6 to 15 times 

higher than the center frequency of the antenna. A higher value of 

this parameter is ensured by a correct sampling of the signal, but it 

reduces the measurement time. The number of stacks (signal 

summary) improves the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. The S/N value 

increases with the root of the number of stacks, unfortunately, the 

increase in this parameter affects the measurement time [12]. 

In terms of the correct application of the GPR method, 

postprocessing of the obtained echograms is also important. At 

this stage, the measurement material is subjected to filtering in 

order to improve the useful signal-to-noise ratio, as well as 

improve correlation and continuity of useful reflections, to 

minimize random noise and to eliminate determined interference. 

Filtration takes place in the domain of time and frequency. 

Processing of individual samples within a single trace (1D), in the 

group of routes (2D) and the advanced procedures are carried out 

[14, 12]. 

Interpretive knowledge is also important, which is acquired 

through experience and understanding of the phenomenon of 

signal propagation and its behaviour in a given medium, and 

which enables to properly assess the GPR record. An example of 

the possibilities offered by GPR imaging in roads has been 

illustrated in Fig. 3 (transverse profile of the road) and Fig. 4 

(longitudinal profile). 

The transverse profile was made at a section of an existing 

national road. It demonstrates the complexity of the layers of both 

lanes, together with distinguishing the zone where there is a strong 

reinforcement in the construction, but only under one of the lanes. 

The reason behind such construction is unknown, but undoubtedly 

it is identifiable on the basis of GPR surveys. In addition, the 

record contains reflections which prove the occurrence of 

pavement cracks (about 7.8 running meter of the profile). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.  Transverse profile of the road identifying diversity in the construction layers 

 

Longitudinal profiles presented in Figure 4 were executed at 1 m 

intervals on the expressway with highway parameters. They 

illustrate the passage over the viaduct slab (from the left - strong 

reflections of reinforcement seen from the top) and from the 22nd 

running meter of the profile - over the pavement in the 

embankment. The sections from the 22nd meter to the end of the 

profiles are noteworthy. It is clearly seen that at 0.2 and 0.4 m in 

depth, there is discontinuity of individual layers of the pavement 

structure, which unambiguously indicates the incorrect 

implementation of the layers. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Two longitudinal profiles of the road identifying diversification in the layers 

of the structure 
 

 

3. Surveying equipment used in the  
experiment 

 

In the overall scheme, GPR equipment consists of a central unit, 

or the GPR, electronics for the antennas, and the antennas 

themselves. The central unit generates essential control signals. 

The processor of the central unit controls the transmitter and 

receiver clocks, the sampling frequency and data recording. The 

control signals from the unit are transmitted to the transmitter and 

receiver. The transmitter after receiving the control signal 

produces an electric pulse of high amplitude with a defined 

frequency, which is transmitted to the antenna. The antenna under 

the influence of an applied voltage emits an electromagnetic wave 
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into the center of the medium with a frequency dependent on the 

physical parameters of the antenna. Experimental measurements 

presented in the article were carried out using two measurement 

control units by the Swedish company Mala GeoScience. The 

older unit of the year 2000 is CU II and the newer of 2007 is 

ProEx. In terms of the pulse repetition frequency, both of them 

remain at the same level. In ProEx, the value of the signal 

sampling and the speed of communication has increased. 

Structurally, in ProEx, there is an option of two-channel 

measurements, and data acquisition software has changed as well. 

In addition, ProEx has antennas of the same frequency as in CU II, 

but they were dedicated to ProEx. Both control units used in the 

measurements have been presented in Fig. 5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.  Measurement equipment – control unit CU II and shielded antenna 800 MHz 

(left), and ProEx control unit with a cart and antenna 500 MHz 
 

 

4. Surveying objective and research  
methodology 

 

The planned and carried out surveying experiment aimed at 

qualitative and quantitative assessment of detecting and 

determining the thickness of the layers of road pavement 

construction by the GPR method, depending on the variables of 

GPR sounding parameters carried out using a variety of GPR 

hardware configurations. 

The surveys were conducted on the newly constructed section of 

a highway, with the pavement structure as depicted in Fig. 6. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.  The road pavement structure in the test area 

 

The choice of the newly constructed road for studies was 

dictated by the assumption that a new section will not exhibit any 

additional factors (e.g. salinity), lowering and negatively affecting 

the quality of pavement layer identification. The surveys were 

carried out on the section without the wearing course. However, 

for the issues which were the subject of the experiment, this fact 

was insignificant. The essence of the performed surveying was not 

to explore the possibilities [10] and accuracy of identifying layers, 

but to examine the relationship between surveying parameter 

changes and the quality of the GPR data recorded. 

The plan of the experiment was to execute the GPR profile 

several times on the selected longitudinal profile with a length of 

10 m in the context of the following two issues: 

1. Changes in the surveying parameters and quality of the results 

of recorded echograms. 

2. Surveying using two different radar units and different 

shielded antennas with the same center frequency, but 

dedicated to individual control. 

In the first surveying issue (Z1), the profiles were performed 

using RAMAC/GPR system, CU II unit, 1000 MHz shielded 

antenna. The following sequences were carried out: 

 with variable sampling frequency and a fixed number of stacks: 

(sampling frequencies: 10779 MHz, 15399 MHz, 20523 MHz, 

number of stacks 8), hereinafter referred to as S1, 

 with a variable number of stacks and a fixed sampling frequency 

and a variable step size of recording radar traces (the number  

of stacks 2, 4, 4, 8, 16, all with a 1cm recording step, 16 with  

a 4 cm recording step, 32 with a 10 cm recording step and the 

sampling frequency of 10779 MHz), hereinafter referred to as S2. 

In the second surveying issue (Z2), the profiles were performed 

using RAMAC/GPR system, CU II and ProEx units. The 

following sequences were carried out: 

 surveys with CU II unit with antennas from the CU II system 

(cu1000, cu800, cu500), 

 surveys with CU II unit with antennas from the ProEx system 

(pro500, pro800), 

 surveys with ProEx unit with antennas from the system 

(pro800). 

The preparation and analysis of the collected material included 

the following steps: 

 echogram filtration, 

 qualitative assessment of the material regarding identifying 

individual layers of the road pavement structure, 

 vectorization of the layers in order to acquire numerical data on 

the time and amplitude of the signal representing the boundary 

between the identified layers, 

 development of basic statistics for the acquired numerical data. 

 

5. Analysis of the observational material 
 

In order to ensure proper validation of the results obtained in Z1 

and Z2, the echograms were subjected to the same filtration 

procedure at the post-processing stage. The post-processing was 

implemented in the Reflex-Win program. The filtration sequence 

included processes such as: 1D, i.e. removal of the echogram 

content over the level representing the occurrence of the direct 

wave (move starttime), removal of the GPR signal constant 

component (DC), removal of low-frequency interference by 

subtracting the mean sample in a given time window of a single 

trace (mean(dewow)), 2D removal of trace average (background 

removal). The most necessary filters were used. The echogram 

record was not amplified so as not to affect the quality of the 

originally recorded signal. 

 

Qualitative assessment 

 

The processed echograms were subjected to qualitative 

assessment. The echograms summarized in Fig. 7 represent the 

result of profiling with variable parameters of the sampling 

frequency - the Z1 issue - S1 sequence. The echograms 

summarized in Figures 8 and 9 represent the profiling with  

a variable number of the signal stacks and a varied measuring step 

- the Z1 issue - S2 sequence. The echograms summarized in 

Figures 10 and 11 represent the profiling performed with the 

RAMAC/GPR, CU II and ProEx units - with variable sets of 

antennas - Z2 issue. 
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Fig. 7.  Echograms – Z1 surveying issue - S1 sequence - sampling frequencies:  

10779 MHz, 15399 MHz, 20523 MHz (the number of stacks 8,  

the measuring step 1 cm) 
 

 
 

Fig. 8.  Echograms - Z1 surveying issue - S2 sequence - number of stacks: 2, 4, 4 

(sampling frequency: 10779 MHz, the measuring step 1 cm) 
 

 
 

Fig. 9.  Echograms - Z1 surveying issue - S2 sequence - number of stacks:  

16, the measuring step 1 cm long, 16 measuring step 4 cm,  

32 measuring step 10 cm (sampling frequency: 10779 MHz) 
 

 
 

Fig. 10.  Echograms - Z2 surveying issue: CU II unit, antennas: cu1000 MHz,  

cu500 MHz, pro500 MHz (the number of stacks 4, the measuring step 1cm) 

 
 

Fig. 11.  Echograms - Z2 surveying issue: CU II unit, antennas: cu800 MHz,  

pro800 MHz, ProEx unit, antenna: pro800 MHz (the number of stacks 4, 

the measuring step 1cm) 
 

In the obtained radar records which were subjected to filtration, 

two boundaries between the layers were clearly seen: the 

boundary between the layer of BA 22 asphalt concrete and the 

crushed-stone aggregate of 0/31.5 mm continuous granulation 

(W1), as well as the boundary between the layer of the crushed-

stone aggregate of 0/31.5 mm continuous granulation and the 

aggregate base course with CBR > 60% (W2). These layers are 

clearly visible in the surveys regarding Z1 and Z2, irrespective of 

the measurement parameters, the antenna and the control unit. The 

record using 1000 MHz antenna does not identify the boundary 

between the layer of BA 16 asphalt concrete and BA 22 asphalt 

concrete. This result is confirmed by the author's conclusion [10], 

presented on the basis of independent measurements performed on 

a completely different newly constructed road (… In the results of 

the measurements made on the surface of the binder course from 

asphaltic concrete 0/20 with the thickness of 8 cm there are no 

unequivocal boundary between the 0/20 asphaltic concrete layer 

and the 0/25 asphaltic concrete layer. However all layers detected 

so far are visible …). 

With regard to the echograms recorded as part of Z1, neither 

sampling frequency change nor an increase in the number of 

stacks does increase the quality of the measurement material. In 

all the records of Z1, the strength of the measuring signal 

representing the boundary between layers in the GPR record 

changes in the same way. In the echograms recorded at the 

measuring step of 1cm, in addition to the identified layers, minor 

discontinuities of the structure displayed in the form of surface 

reflections or reflections shaped like hyperbolas, are clearly 

visible (Fig.7 and 8). Their cause might be: the occurrence of an 

element of a considerable size in relation to the environment, 

discontinuity of the layers in the form of vertical or horizontal 

cracks. Analysis of the origins of these artifacts is not, however, 

the subject of the article, so this topic will not be developed. 

Attention is focused only on the possibility of their recognition 

under variable test conditions. A considerable amount of 

information on the detection of cracks using the GPR method can 

be found in “Analysis of pavement crack propagation using radar 

technique” prepared by the Road and Bridge Research Institute 

(IBDiM) [9]. 

Speaking again about the qualitative assessment of the 

measurement material; discontinuity of the layers occurring on the 

test section of the road are still recognizable with the measuring 

step of 4cm (Fig. 9). With the step of 10 cm, the signal strength 

changes reflected on the boundaries between the layers can be 

distinguished, but the artifacts described above do not retain the 

shape of a hyperbole or surface reflections. When we see the 

summary of the profiling result with the step of 10 cm together 

with the measurements with step of 1 cm, the interpretation of the 

first one still seems possible. In the case of a measurement without 

such a summary, interpretation of the content of the profiles with 

the measuring step of 10 cm would be subject to a considerable 
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uncertainty. However, it will undoubtedly indicate the areas of 

discontinuity of boundaries between the layers. In this case, the 

acquired GPR material with the simultaneous positioning of the 

radar unit [15,16] will allow to narrow down these areas for 

further detailed research with a denser measuring step. 

With regard to the echograms of Z2, the results recorded with 

antennas from different systems, but with the same center 

frequency, should be subjected to reciprocal assessment (Fig. 10 

and 11). The following profiles were confronted: recorded with 

CU II unit and cu500 MHz antenna, CU II unit and pro500 MHz 

antenna, CU II unit and cu800 MHz antenna, CU II unit and 

pro800 MHz antenna, ProEx unit and pro800 MHz antenna. The 

echograms are qualitatively convergent in terms of the content, 

that is identifying boundaries between the layers. It is noticeable 

that the image captured with the pro500 MHz and pro800 MHz 

antennas has a lower contrast, the strength of the signal of the 

boundaries between the layers is lower in relation to the 

background. The material recorded with the antennas cu500 MHz 

and cu800 MHz produces better artifacts from the image. This can 

be observed particularly clearly below the boundary of the W2 

layers. Comparing the discussed echogram to the identification 

with the use of CU II unit and cu1000 MHz antenna, it can be seen 

that these artifacts are not random (Fig. 10). 

During the post-processing stage, it was observed that the image 

from the ProEx antennas after the DC filtration is equivalent to the 

image of the antennas from the CU unit after the mean (dewow) 

filtration. It suggests the existence of this filter at the hardware 

level. In addition, the 800 MHz antennas for both systems differ in 

polarity of the signal. While analyzing the oscilloscope record of 

single passages, it was noted that despite the convergent start time, 

the record of the time of recording reflections from individual 

boundaries differs (a shift occurs) in the record captured using the 

CU II unit (cu800 MHz, pro800 MHz antennas) in relation to the 

record from the ProEx unit (pro800 MHz antenna) (Figure 12). 

 

 
 

Fig. 12.  Signal oscillation record in time for the echograms captured with the CU II 

unit and the cu800 MHz, pro800 MHz antennas (left), the CU II unit and the 

cu800 MHz antenna, the ProEx unit and the pro800 MHz antenna (right) 
 

 

Quantitative assessment 

 

After the completion of the filtration process, a quantitative 

assessment of the measurement material was performed. 

Therefore, the vectorization of the identified boundaries between 

the road pavement layers was carried out. During the 

vectorization, a control tool was used to allow for the selection of 

the vectorized point of the maximum amplitude. Numerical data 

were acquired regarding the recording time of the echogram points 

representing a given boundary and having a maximum signal 

strength (Fig. 13). 

The acquired data were processed to determine the basic 

descriptive statistics. The assessment was performed by analyzing 

999 samples, representing a given layer, obtained from the 

echograms implemented with the step of 1 cm, 250 samples for 

the echograms captured from the step of 4 cm, and 100 samples 

for the data with the step of 10 cm. 

The variability of statistical parameters in relation to the given 

measurement parameters was analyzed. The obtained numerical 

values have been summarized in Tables 1, 2a,b and 3a,b. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13.  Vectorized point of the maximum amplitude 
 

Tab. 1. Summary of the results of selected parameters of descriptive statistics 

concerning Z1- S1 issue (variable values of sampling frequency at  

a constant value of stacks) 

 

Sampling frequency, MHz 

 
10779 15399 20523 

Number of stacks 

Interval of track record 

8 

every 1 cm 

8 

every 1 cm 

8 

every 1 cm 

 

Boundary (W 1) 

Mean signal reception time, ns 

 
4.75 4.76 4.74 

Median, ns 4.82 4.81 4.82 

R, ns 2.97 1.69 2.92 

Standard deviation, ns 0.35 0.27 0.37 

Mean amplitude [-] 1802.10 2077.82 1995.16 

Median [-] 1769.00 2020.00 1960.00 

R [-] 4408.00 6060,00 5786.00 

Standard deviation [-] 802.94 891.56 883.07 

 

Boundary (W 2) 

Mean signal reception time, ns 8.55 8.53 8.54 

Median, ns 8.53 8.57 8.57 

R, ns 2.04 1.82 2.48 

Standard deviation, ns 0.27 0.25 0.32 

Mean amplitude [-] 2494.67 2623.65 2559.34 

Median [-] 2381.00 2462.00 2388.00 

R [-] 6517.00 6178.00 7055.00 

Standard deviation [-] 1280.36 1291.28 1338.53 

 

Difference between the boundaries (W2 –W1) 

Mean time difference between the 

layers, ns 
3.80 3.77 3.80 

Median, ns 3.80 3.77 3.80 

R, ns 3.06 2.73 4.63 

Standard deviation, ns 0.37 0.24 0.49 

 

The values summarized in Table 1 point out that in the defined 

measurement issue the increase in sampling frequency does not 

have a significant effect on the recorded values of either time or 

amplitude of the signal. The mean time of signal reception for the 

boundary between the layers W1 and W2, determined on the 

profiles, differs by a maximum of 0.02 ns, and for the mean time 
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difference between the boundaries by a maximum of 0.03 ns, 

where the time distance between the samples of the radar trace is 

0.05 ns for the sampling frequency of 20523 MHz, and 0.09 ns for 

10779 MHz. The mean value of the signal amplitude recorded in 

individual echograms, derived from a given boundary between the 

layers, differs at the level of no more than 15 per cent of their 

value, i.e. by a maximum of 275 units for the boundary W1 and 

128 units for the boundary W2. In the case of the determined 

values of the medians of mutual differences, the discussed 

parameters retain similar values. 

The values presented in Table 2a,b should be analyzed in the 

context of the increased number of the stacks and the change in 

the interval of recording traces in the radar profile. The obtained 

values of descriptive statistics point out that the determined mean 

time of signal reception for the boundary between the W1 layers 

differs between echograms by a maximum of 0.12 ns, and for the 

boundary between the W2 layers by a maximum of 0.09 ns. The 

dispersion of the average time difference between the boundaries 

is 0.11 ns. These values, however, are not in any clear correlation 

with the change in the number of the stacks, or the trace record 

interval. They have a random character, as evidenced by the 

results obtained for the echograms carried out with the same 

parameters (number of the stacks - 4).  

 
Tab. 2a. Summary of the results of selected parameters of descriptive statistics 

concerning Z1- S2 issue (variable values of stacks at a constant value  

of sampling frequency) 

 

Sampling frequency 

MHz 
10779 10779 10779 10779 

Number of stacks 

Interval of track 

record 

2 

every 1 cm 

4 

every 1 cm 

4 

every 1 cm  

8 

every 1 cm 

 

Boundary (W 1) 

Mean signal reception 

time, ns 
4.78 4.82 4.72 4.75 

Median, ns 4.82 4.82 4.73 4.82 

R, ns 3.25 2.78 2.50 2.97 

Standard 

deviation, ns 
0.45 0.39 0.32 0.35 

Mean amplitude [-] 2069.66 1865.84 1813.47 1802.10 

Median [-] 1976.00 1843.00 1747.00 1769.00 

R [-] 6093.00 4121.00 5280.00 4408.00 

Standard  

deviation [-] 
961.18 769.44 816.33 802.94 

 

Boundary (W 2) 

Mean signal reception 

time, ns 
8.61 8.54 8.53 8.55 

Median, ns 8.63 8.53 8.53 8.53 

R, ns 2.04 2.32 1.76 2.04 

Standard  

deviation, ns 
0.29 0.28 0.26 0.27 

Mean amplitude [-] 2566.21 2385.73 2476.26 2494.67 

Median [-] 2442.00 2324.00 2361.00 2381.00 

R [-] 7178.00 5849.00 6096.00 6517.00 

Standard  

deviation [-] 
1288.24 1120.79 1207.60 1280.36 

 

Difference between the boundaries (W2 –W1) 

Mean time difference 

between the layers, ns 
3.83 3.72 3.81 3.80 

Median, ns 3.80 3.80 3.80 3.80 

R, ns 3.80 3.15 3.53 3.06 

Standard  

deviation, ns 
0.52 0.41 0.33 0.37 

 

Tab. 2b. Summary of the results of selected parameters of descriptive statistics 

concerning Z1- S2 issue (variable values of stacks at a constant value  

of sampling frequency) 

 

Sampling frequency, MHz 10779 10779 10779 

Number of stacks 

Interval of track record 

16 

every 1 cm 

16 

every 4 cm 

32 

every 10 cm 

 

Boundary (W 1) 

Mean signal reception time, ns 4.70 4.81 4.82 

Median, ns 4.73 4.82 4.87 

R, ns 2.23 1.58 1.02 

Standard deviation, ns 0.30 0.27 0.26 

Mean amplitude [-] 2225.72 1858.97 2148.23 

Median [-] 2106.00 1798.00 2145.00 

R [-] 7386.00 5069.00 3906.00 

Standard deviation [-] 1080.23 813.26 903.67 

 

Boundary (W 2) 

Mean signal reception time, ns 8.53 8.60 8.53 

Median, ns 8.53 8.63 8.53 

R, ns 1.86 1.95 1.58 

Standard deviation, ns 0.27 0.29 0.31 

Mean amplitude [-] 2721.97 2403.55 2704.64 

Median [-] 2671.00 2238.00 2717.50 

R [-] 6585.00 7879.00 5658.00 

Standard deviation [-] 1344.34 1226.83 1330.45 

 

Difference between the boundaries (W2 –W1) 

Mean time difference between the 

layers, ns 
3.82 3.79 3.73 

Median, ns 3.80 3.71 3.76 

R, ns 2.32 2.23 1.48 

Standard deviation, ns 0.32 0.27 0.25 

 

In fact, the discussed differences oscillate around the value of 

0.09 ns, which is a single interval between samples (the sampling 

frequency of 10779 MHz). With respect to the amplitude of the 

recorded signal representing boundaries between the layers, the 

dispersion of the mean amplitude between the summarized 

echograms reaches the value close to 400 units. This value is 

correlated with the study results presented in the publication [17]. 

The above-mentioned publication proved that the level of the 

average repetition of the recording time of a signal reflected from  

a clear anomaly is equal to the length of time between individual 

samples. Regarding the amplitude, the dispersion of the mean value 

reached close to 200 units for a smooth surface with a forced, highly 

repetitive passage, and 600 units for a ground surface. Attention is 

drawn to the change in the standard deviation of the mean time of 

recording the reflected signal at the W1 boundary, which tends to 

decrease with an increase in the number of the stacks, and the trace 

record interval. This fact, however, is not confirmed, in terms of 

numerical data concerning the W2 boundary, and therefore the 

phenomenon can’t be considered as definite regularity. In terms of 

echograms with the interval of passage record, a strong attention is 

turned at every 1cm to a convergence of the median of time 

differences between the layers. 

The values contained in Table 3a,b should be analyzed in the 

context of the antennas and the GPR control units which were used. 

The first column Table 3a shows the results of profiling with the CU 

II unit and the 1000 MHz antenna. This result, documented by the 

research regarding the Z1 surveying issue is a reference for the 
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combination of hardware for the implementation of Z2. In the case 

of echograms recorded with the CU II unit paired with the antennas 

cu800 MHz and pro800 MHz, the mean reception time of the 

reflected signal at the boundary between the layers is mutually 

convergent with itself and with the reference result within a single 

sample (0.12 ns). The result recorded during the profiling with the 

ProEx unit and the pro800 MHz antenna, illustrates a slight, but 

noticeable, shift in the mean reception time of the reflected signal 

with respect to the reference and the CU II unit paired with the 

antennas cu800 MHz and pro800 MHz. In the case of echograms 

recorded with the CU II unit paired with the antennas cu500 MHz 

and pro500 MHz, the mean reception time of the reflected signal at 

the boundary between the layers is mutually convergent within  

a single sample (19 ns) for the W2 layer. For the W1 layer, the mean 

reception time of the reflected signal at the boundary between the 

layers slightly exceeds a single sample, but the mean time 

differences between the layers generally provide a convergent 

indication. The acquired data related to the reference material point 

to a slight, but visible, shift in the result of the mean time of 

recording the signal reflections, even 1 ns, but the drift is so 

systematic, that the mean time of layer differences is divergent only 

at the level of 0.4 ns. 

As for the signal amplitude, it is noted that the antennas from the 

ProEx system have apparently lower mean amplitude of the reflected 

signals at the boundary between the layers. This is particularly evident 

with respect to antennas with a frequency of 800 MHz. 

 
Tab. 3a. Summary of the results of selected parameters of descriptive statistics 

concerning Z2 issue: surveys performed with the radar RAMAC/GPR  

with the CU II and ProEx units 

 

Hardware specification 

CU II 
cu1000 

MHz 

CU II 
cu500 

MHz 

CU II 
pro500 

MHz 

Sampling frequency, MHz 10779 5333 5333 

Number of stacks 

Interval of track record 

4 

every 1 cm 

4 

every 1 cm 

4 

every 1 cm 

 

Boundary (W 1) 

Mean signal reception time, ns 4.77 4.40 4.18 

Median, ns 4.82 4.50 4.12 

R, ns 1.67 2.62 3.00 

Standard deviation, ns 0.29 0.40 0.36 

Mean amplitude [-] 1690.20 2710.07 2215.20 

Median [-] 1658.50 2618.50 2125.00 

R [-] 4111.00 10807.00 6982.00 

Standard deviation [-] 729.63 1558.35 1238.24 

 

Boundary (W 2) 

Mean signal reception time, ns 8.50 7.70 7.54 

Median, ns 8.53 7.69 7.50 

R, ns 1.21 2.62 2.81 

Standard deviation, ns 0.23 0.37 0.33 

Mean amplitude [-] 2652.83 3467.10 3336.35 

Median [-] 2477.00 3204.00 3112.00 

R [-] 6852.00 13634.00 10172.00 

Standard deviation [-] 1323.06 2565.74 1781.71 

 

Difference between the boundaries (W2 –W1) 

Mean time difference between the 

layers, ns 
3.75 3.29 3.36 

Median, ns 3.71 3.37 3.37 

R, ns 1.76 3.19 3.37 

Standard deviation, ns 0.23 0.36 0.32 

Tab. 3b. Summary of the results of selected parameters of descriptive statistics 

concerning Z2 issue: surveys performed with the radar RAMAC/GPR  

with the CU II and ProEx units 

 

Hardware specification 

CU II 

cu800 

MHz 

CU II 

pro800 

MHz 

ProEx 

pro800 

MHz 

Sampling frequency, MHz 8291 8291 8322 

Number of stacks 

Interval of track record 

4 

every 1 cm 

4 

every 1 cm 

4 

every 1 cm 

 

Boundary (W 1) 

Mean signal reception time, ns 4.73 4.77 4.64 

Median, ns 4.82 4.82 4.69 

R, ns 1.45 2.65 2.76 

Standard deviation, ns 0.27 0.37 0.40 

Mean amplitude [-] 1806.59 1448.24 1464.26 

Median [-] 1677.00 1352.00 1320.50 

R [-] 4873.00 6305.00 6956.00 

Standard deviation [-] 954.99 757.79 737.22 

 

Boundary (W 2) 

Mean signal reception time, ns 8.42 8.45 8.10 

Median, ns 8.44 8.44 8.17 

R, ns 1.21 1.21 1.32 

Standard deviation, ns 0.26 0.25 0.27 

Mean amplitude [-] 2914.57 2589.58 2599.59 

Median [-] 2678.00 2261.00 2309.00 

R [-] 7062.00 6426.00 5812.00 

Standard deviation [-] 1392.08 1348.65 1312.21 

 

Difference between the boundaries (W2 –W1) 

Mean time difference between the 

layers, ns 
3.69 3.68 3.48 

Median, ns 3.74 3.74 3.48 

R, ns 1.69 2.53 2.76 

Standard deviation, ns 0.22 0.29 0.31 

 

 

6. Conclusions 
 

The performed research regarding the identification of road 

structure layers (the road with highway parameters), carried out 

with various units and shielded GPR antennas, in relation to the 

changes in selected sounding parameters, allow to draw a number 

of general conclusions. 

The survey from the level of the binding course and the 

hardware configurations which were used allow to unambiguously 

recognize and analyze the course of the boundary between the 

layers of BA 22 asphalt concrete and the crushed-stone aggregate 

of 0/31.5 mm continuous granulation (W1), as well as the 

boundary between the layer of the crushed-stone aggregate of 

0/31.5 mm continuous granulation and the aggregate base course 

with CBR > 60% (W2). It is possible and repeatable regardless of 

the analyzed measurement parameters, the antennas or the control 

unit, which were used in the study. 

Changing the sampling frequency of the signal (10779 MHz, 

15399 MHz, 20523 MHz) in the surveys performed using the 

1000 MHz antenna does not translates significantly into the 

qualitative or quantitative result regarding the repetition of the 

recording time and the amplitude of the signal representing the 

identified boundaries of the layers. 

Changing the number of stacks of the signal and the measuring 

step size in the studied range (the number of stacks 2, 4, 4, 8, 16, 

all with a 1cm recording step, 16 with a 4 cm recording step, 32 

with a 10 cm recording step and the sampling frequency of 10779 

MHz) in the surveys performed using the 1000 MHz antenna does 

not translate significantly into the qualitative or quantitative result 

of the repetition regarding the recording time and the amplitude of 

the signal representing the identified boundaries of the layers. It 

should be noted, that in the case of changing the measuring step to 
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10 cm (the number of stacks 32), the measurement material still 

allows for a correct identification of the boundaries of the layers 

and makes it possible to recognize the nature of disturbance of 

their continuity. However, the information about disturbances 

revealed in the form of hyperbolas, is lost. With such parameters, 

the quantitative result of the measurement is still consistent with 

the measurement with the interval of 1 cm, in spite of the fact that 

only 10% of the measurement data from the step of 10 cm 

remained, as compared to the data from the step of 1 cm. 

From the theoretical considerations it appears that the S/N value 

increases with the root of the number of stacks, which means that 

for 16 stacks S/N will be three times higher than the data acquired 

with 2 stacks. When analyzing the numerical data, there is no clear 

effect of the increase in the number of stacks on a favorable change 

in the dispersion of the mean values of time and amplitude of the 

reflected signal at the boundaries between the identified layers. 

From the point of view of surveying, this means that in the case of 

measurements of the shallow layers of road pavement structure with 

1000 MHz antennas, it is economically unjustified to increase the 

parameters such as the sampling frequency or the number of stacks 

at the expense of the measurement time, because there is no gain in 

the quantitative quality of the measurement material. In fact, the 

increase in the measuring step to 10 cm did not changes the 

quantitative quality of the measurement material, but it is less 

justified when it comes to identifying disturbances of a hyperbolic 

character. 

The quantitative results obtained in the same profile with the 

equipment: CU II unit - shielded antenna cu1000 MHz, confronted 

with the results from CU II unit- shielded antennas cu500 MHz 

and pro500 MHz, illustrate that the time of recording the signal 

reflected at the boundaries of the identified layers has a shift on 

individual layers. This phenomenon is systematic, and the results 

of a difference in time between the boundaries differ by 0.4 ns. 

This value translates into a difference in estimating the layer 

thicknesses at the level of 2 cm, assuming wave velocity in the 

medium at 0.1 m/ns. 

The quantitative results obtained in the same profile with the 

equipment: CU II unit - shielded antenna cu1000 MHz, confronted 

with the results from CU II unit- shielded antennas cu500 MHz 

and pro500 MHz, exhibit mutual compatibility as to the time of 

recording the reflected signal at the boundaries of the identified 

layers. The measurement material acquired with the set of ProEx 

and pro800 MHz antenna differs from these results. The time of 

recording the reflected signal at the boundaries of the identified 

layers has a shift. This phenomenon is systematic, and the results 

of a difference in time between the boundaries differ by 0.2 ns. 

This value translates into a difference in estimating the layer 

thicknesses at the level of 1 cm, assuming wave velocity in the 

medium at the level of 0.1 m/ns. 

The occurring values of the shifts of the reflected signal 

recording time at individual layers mean that the measurement 

material acquired with the equipment of various configurations for 

the comparative assessment of the layer thickness should always 

be calibrated e.g. with regard to boreholes. Adoption of the 

predetermined velocity value may generate additional errors in 

determining the thickness. This conclusion is also essential, 

especially if due to the acceleration of work, echograms will be 

implemented in the same area with different measurement 

equipment, even produced by the same manufacturer and with the 

same parameters of antennas. 

In echograms from the antennas of the ProEx system (500 MHz, 

800 MHz), the recorded boundaries between the layers have  

a lower amplitude by about 400 - 600 units, as compared to the 

antennas of the CU II unit. This conclusion is important if the 

result of the strength of the reflected signal will also be analyzed 

in comparative surveying, and it was recorded with various 

measurement equipment. 

 
The work was completed and financed within the scope of AGH-UST statutory 

research no. 11.11.150.005. 
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